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Abstract

The Credibility Revolution advances quantitative research designs intended to identify
causal effects from observed data. The ensuing emphasis on internal validity however has
enabled the neglect of construct and external validity. This article develops a framework
we call causal specification. The framework formally demonstrates the joint necessity of
assumptions regarding internal, construct and external validity for causal generalization.
Indeed, the lack of any of the three types of validity undermines the Credibility Revo-
lution’s own goal to understand causality deductively. Without assumptions regarding
construct validity, one cannot accurately label the cause or outcome. Without assump-
tions regarding external validity, one cannot label the conditions enabling the cause to
have an effect. These assumptions ultimately are founded on qualitative and theoretical
understandings of a causal process. As a result, causal specification clarifies the central
role of qualitative research in underwriting deductive understandings of causality in quan-
titative research.

Keywords: Causality, Construct Validity, Deduction, External Validity, Generalization,
Identification
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Over the past few decades, the social sciences have seen the rise of the “Credibility Revo-

lution” in quantitative causal inference (Angrist & Pischke 2010; Banerjee & Duflo 2009;

Card 2022; Pearl 2000; Rubin 1974). Researchers influenced by the Credibility Revolu-

tion advocate for a design-based approach to evaluating causal effects. Arguably, this

approach has come to dominate quantitative research in political science and the social

sciences (Keele 2015; Samii 2016). The design-based approach is at the core of popu-

lar textbooks that political scientists use to teach quantitative research design to PhD

students (Gerber & Green 2012; Morgan & Winship 2015). Twenty out of 49 papers pre-

sented at the 2022 summer meetings of the Society for Political Methodology, including

the keynote speech from economist Susan Athey, advance designs for causal inference. To

recognize the impact of this approach on quantitative social science, two of the key inno-

vators of the Credibility Revolution, Joshua Angrist and Guido Imbens, were awarded the

Nobel Prize in economics in 2021. In its announcement, the Nobel Committee stated the

Credibility Revolution “has transformed applied work and improved researchers’ ability

to answer causal questions of great importance for economic and social policy . . . ”

The Credibility Revolution has contributed to the study of causality in at least two

important ways (Keele 2015). First, the field promotes a deductive approach to discovering

causal effects by clarifying that explicit assumptions are necessary to make a causal claim

“credible.” In this tradition, a causal claim is credible when the connection between a

statistical result and a causal effect of interest deductively follows from transparently-

stated assumptions (Gelman & Imbens 2013; Keele 2015; Lundberg et al. 2021). In a

deductive view, causality is not a property of the data and analysis. Instead, a claim

regarding causality follows from the premises encoded within stated assumptions.

Second, tightly related to the first contribution, the Credibility Revolution advances

designs that state sufficient assumptions to “identify” causal effects from observed data

(Banerjee & Duflo 2009; Card 2022; Pearl 2000; Rubin 1974). In particular, the field

advances designs that warrant an assumption of internal validity. While we will highlight

1
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randomized controlled trials, this tradition also advances natural-experimental designs

such as instrumental variables, matching, difference-in-differences and regression discon-

tinuity that each posit different assumptions (Keele & Minozzi 2013). Each of these

designs seeks to ensure that the contrast of interest to the research question is not con-

founded and hence is internally valid. Given the design assumptions, the quantitative

analyst can compare aggregate outcomes between counterfactual states of the world in

order to detect the presence of a cause.

While casual identification strategies primarily focus on internal validity, they rou-

tinely omit considerations of construct and external validity.1 This article explains that

this neglect results in a substantial inferential gap. Identifying a causal effect among mea-

sured variables in an internally valid research design is insufficient on its own to justify a

generalization about what actually causes what. Valid generalizations about causes and

effects require not only internal validity but also construct validity and external validity.

Without construct validity, one risks mislabeling the cause or outcome (Shadish et al.

2002). Without external validity, one risks misunderstanding the conditions enabling the

cause to have an effect (Falleti & Lynch 2009). Thus, assumptions regarding construct

and external validity are necessary to move beyond measured variables to a deductive,

generalized claim about a cause and an effect.

As even Angrist & Pischke (2010, 23) acknowledge, the most that internal validity

allows the analyst to deduce is the simple fact that some cause occurred in the course

of an experiment. But internal validity provides no guidance on how such facts from

a given study or across studies can accumulate into knowledge. Instead, in their view,

1The influential textbooks from Morgan & Winship (2015), Imbens & Rubin (2015), and Gerber &
Green (2012) have no index entries for either construct or external validity. The assertion that causal
claims can be identified from internal validity alone is pervasive; for a formal example, see Keele (2015,
316). The textbook by Morton & Williams (2010, chapter 7) has a sophisticated discussion of both
construct and external validity, drawing largely from Shadish et al. (2002), but neither of these works
discusses the necessity of all three validities for deductive causal inference. Findley et al. (2021) and
Egami & Hartman (2022) formalize external validity but only in terms of variables, so they do not
demonstrate the core argument of our paper, which is the necessity of external validity (and construct
validity) to preserve the deductiveness of causal claims.

2
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any substantive claims about what was the cause, what was the effect and what were the

enabling conditions can at best be – in their words – “speculative” (see also Holland 1986,

959). However, without explicit assumptions about construct and external validity, such

speculations remain tentative in a way that undermines the deductive “credibility” of a

causal claim.

In practice, applied researchers – even leading proponents of the Credibility Revolution

– routinely make general causal claims without explicitly declaring what is speculation.

For example, Gerber et al. (2008, 33) claim that mailing postcards that reveal one’s vot-

ing history to neighbors “demonstrate[s] the profound importance of social pressure as an

inducement to political participation.” Likewise, Angrist et al. (2012, 858) claim that a

specific charter school design called KIPP “generated substantial score gains,” attributing

causality to the KIPP design itself. Based on RCTs of an anti-poverty program, Banerjee

et al. (2015) claim: “It is possible to make sustainable improvements in the economic

status of the poor with a relatively short-term intervention.” These authors make claims

about actual causes and actual effects without sufficiently clarifying that they had in-

tended these internally valid but not necessarily construct or externally valid claims to

rely on – and knowledge in their field to accumulate from – “speculation.”

Building on the philosophy of science and causality, this article provides a critique

that aims to augment the Credibility Revolution. We explain how, whether the ana-

lyst recognizes it or not, any “credible” generalized causal claim requires assumptions

of construct and external validity – assumptions that ultimately derive from theory (see

Slough 2022; Slough & Tyson 2022) and qualitative knowledge (see Kocher & Monteiro

2016). Thus, deduction as a scientific enterprise in quantitative causal inference funda-

mentally depends on a combination of theory and qualitative knowledge along with any

design-based statistical evidence.

To address this neglect of construct and external validity, we develop a framework

we call causal specification. This framework formalizes assumptions regarding internal,

3
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construct and external validity within a single causal expression, and shows that causal

generalization requires a rebalancing that equally values all three validities. Within a

deductive understanding of causality, internal validity has no special status or lexical pri-

ority. The causal specification framework explicitly recognizes the contributions of theory

and qualitative knowledge to quantitative causal inference, and charts a way forward for

social scientists who aim to make deductive causal generalizations.

The Credibility Revolution

Many of the advances in the Credibility Revolution have been governed by one of two

comprehensive frameworks for causal inference, the potential outcomes framework, also

known as the “Rubin causal model” (RCM) (Holland 1986), and the structural causal

model (SCM) framework developed by Pearl (Pearl 2000). In either framework, a causal

effect is defined by comparing the counterfactual outcomes – that is, what would have

happened if the cause had been present versus absent, while everything else had remained

the same (Lewis 1973; Neyman 1935; Woodward 2004). Because it is not possible to

observe events that do not actually occur, at least half of the relevant cases remain

unobserved post intervention. A causal effect is said to be identified only if the effect

described in counterfactual terms can be deduced from the data in the ideal circumstances

where the analyst hypothetically had an infinite amount of data (Keele 2015; Manski

1995; Petersen & van der Laan 2014). Because it involves inference from observed data to

unobserved counterfactuals, identification requires a set of assumptions about the relation

between the observed data and the causal effect of interest.

We illustrate identification within the RCT design using a fictional vignette in which

The Gold Standard Lab (GSL) undertakes a quantitative test of the causal effect of an

intervention aiming to increase juror turnout. Jury service is a form of democratic par-

ticipation, and is a political right that governments can coerce (Rose 2005). Of course,

4
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not everyone who receives a summons actually shows up at the courthouse for jury ser-

vice, so courts routinely seek low-cost methods to increase the yield for jury summonses

(Boatright 1999). Inspired by get out the vote (GOTV) studies (e.g., Arceneaux & Nick-

erson 2010; Gerber & Green 2000), GSL exposes residents in the court’s jurisdiction to

different messages using jury summons reminder postcards (partially replicating Bowler

et al. 2014) to evaluate the messages’ causal effect.

Fortunately, the researchers in GSL are well-trained in design-based causal inference

and so they conduct a gold-plated randomized controlled trial (RCT). GSL ask the River-

side (CA) County Superior Court to mail official government postcards to residents who

recently received a jury summons, randomizing so that half receive a standard reminder

postcard and the other half receive a postcard indicating that failure to appear could

result in fines or imprisonment. The “enforcement” condition results in a statistically

significant 10 percent increase in turnout relative to the “reminder” condition – an effect

size more than 20 times that typically found in GOTV postcard experiments.

Given these strong results, GSL recommends courts adopt the enforcement message as

a policy, and they publish an article containing the causal generalization: “Enforcement

messages cause juror turnout.” Eager to demonstrate the efficacy of the enforcement

message in other contexts, GSL next collaborates with the superior court in Orange

County, California – a more affluent adjacent county – to implement the identical gold-

plated evaluation. Much to their surprise, the enforcement postcard shows no treatment

effect, from which they reason that affluence suppresses the enforcement message effect.

The GSL design very much adheres to the identification strategies of the Credibility

Revolution. We can formalize the GSL study design and analysis as follows. There are n

units indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Throughout we assume that each unit i is an element of

S, which is the sampling frame (on the role of sampling in RCTs, see Imai et al. 2008).

We assume a binary representation of the causal variable, where A = 1 indicates the

treatment state (having received a postcard with the enforcement message) and A = 0

5
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indicates the control state (having received a postcard with the reminder message). B is

a binary outcome variable where Bi = 1 if the unit reported for jury duty and Bi = 0

if they did not. Bi(A = 1) represents the counterfactual outcome B conditioned on unit

i’s being in the treatment state, regardless of which postcard the unit actually received.

Likewise Bi(A = 0) represents the counterfactual outcome conditionally upon that unit

being in the control state. For every unit of analysis i, these terms represent the potential

outcome B that would have occurred had A = 1 occurred or respectively not occurred.

In an RCT, we say that internal validity is present if the experimental units’ assignment

to treatment or control is unrelated to their outcomes in either state, represented formally

as:

[Bi(A = 1), Bi(A = 0)] ⊥⊥ Ai. (1)

The symbol ⊥⊥ means “is independent of.” A weaker version of 1 only requires the claim

to be true within strata of covariates. The assumption in 1 implies that the units in

treatment and control have identical distributions of potential outcomes in expectation,

and hence each group can supply the missing counterfactuals for the other. It follows that

the “average treatment effect” estimand (ATE) is identified and can be estimated using

the observed data:

ATE = ES [Bi(Ai = 1)]− ES [Bi(Ai = 0)]. (2)

Under assumption 1 the only systematic difference between those in the A = 1 condition

and those in the A = 0 condition is their exposure to A. ES is the expectation over S

and indexing A indicates estimation is over the observed data.

The right-hand side of 2 is the estimand of the ATE since, under assumption 1, the

expected difference is not driven by bias that would otherwise occur from confounding

(Gerber & Green 2012, 38). This is the “intention to treat” effect and it also requires the

stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA). Identification of the average treatment

effect requires a third assumption called the exclusion restriction (Angrist et al. 1996). We

6
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return to those two assumptions in the section on construct validity below. Researchers

can interpret the estimated statistical relationship between A and B as a counterfactual

causal claim of identifying the ATE if these ancillary assumptions and assumption 1, the

core assumption of internal validity, are true.

We focus on RCTs where the assumption of internal validity is well-justified by the

randomization of unit assignments. That is, randomization renders the assumption of

internal validity relatively weak. The claim to have identified a causal effect, however, in

no way depends on the strength of the assumptions associated with any specific research

design. The conclusion that a design identified a causal effect deductively follows from the

premises encoded in the assumptions laid out in the formal apparatus of identification,

such as selection on observables for matching and regression, continuity for regression dis-

continuity, or the parallel path assumption for difference-in-differences (Keele & Minozzi

2013; Pearl 2000). Once the assumptions are made, the conclusion follows deductively.

The credibility revolution was motivated by previous generations’ näıve reliance on

regression models of observational data to test for causality. In that context, applied re-

searchers invoked verbal assurances that they included all needed control variables. These

assurances typically strained credulity (Samii 2016). In turn, many researchers developed

what Stokes (2014) refers to as “radical skepticism” about unobserved confounders. We

develop our arguments with the RCT design so that we can focus on what even perfect

internal validity does not accomplish. Radical skepticism was an excess. However, the

skeptical thinking that helped motivate the focus on internal validity equally justifies

concerns about construct validity and external validity, as will become evident in our

notation and discussion below.

7
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Validity and Causal Generalization

The methods inspired by the Credibility Revolution take the variables that are actu-

ally measured as fundamental for understanding causality. As Holland (1986) notes, the

variables that actually are measured in a scientific procedure – such as A and B – are

“primitive” in the Rubin causal model, and hence counterfactuals and identification are

each with respect to the measured variables. Researchers can identify that some cause

occurred in a given experiment when the expected value of the variable B differs between

counterfactual states characterized by A. Equally importantly, identification strategies

often leave the scope of generalization vague or implicitly local to the experimental setting.

Nevertheless, researchers rarely interpret their findings in terms of only the measured

variables and are often not explicit about their limited scope of generalization. Instead,

scholars typically interpret their findings in terms of general causes (“enforcement mes-

sages”) and general effects (“juror turnout”) that generalize beyond their study’s setting.

As Shadish et al. (2002) forcefully argue, researchers’ semantic statements are virtually al-

ways in terms of underlying causes and effects and virtually never in terms of the measured

variables themselves (see also Kim 1971). Furthermore, all experiments are embedded in a

set of conditions that also matter to causality (Falleti & Lynch 2009). Causes, effects, and

the conditions in settings are referents in nature, and claims regarding their relationships

are ontological. As a result, a correct generalized causal claim requires not only the iden-

tification of a causal effect between measured variables (i.e. internal validity) but also the

correct specification of the actual cause and of the actual effect (i.e. construct validity)

and correct specification of the scope of the generalization (i.e. external validity).

Accurately specifying which aspects of the measured intervention had which relevant

effects is essential to deducing a generalized causal claim. Consider a typical causal process

about which researchers wish to make a causal inference and claim (Heckman 2005; Mackie

1965; Paul & Hall 2013; Rothman 1976). In any experiment, the intervention will contain

a (potentially null) set of causes, which we label “active ingredients,” along with other

8
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elements that are not causal, or “inert ingredients” (see Cook et al. 2014). Likewise,

the outcome will contain elements that are of interest (“the disease”) and not of direct

interest (“symptoms”). We refer to the intervention’s active ingredients and the outcome

of interest as the causal “relata.” GSL described the manipulated active ingredient as

the “enforcement message” and “juror turnout” as the outcome of interest. The active

ingredients in the intervention will be supported or countered by conditions in the setting

(Cartwright 2011; VanderWeele & Hernán 2006) – ingredients such as affluence perhaps

present in coastal Orange County but not in inland Riverside County.

Using a classic notation from philosophy, we formalize the relata and conditions using

the following simple causal claim,

“α causes β in γ,” (3)

where α and β are types or classes of ontological events, such as random variables, and

γ is a set of supporting or countering conditions. We assume that causation is a rela-

tion between individual concrete events (see Schaffer 2016, for a review of metaphysical

alternatives), indicated with subscript i. For example, α is the class of events in which

summoned jurors receive a postcard with such-and-such a content, and αi is an individual

event of a particular summoned juror receiving a particular postcard. Following conven-

tion in philosophy, we use quotation marks to designate a claim (as opposed to a fact in

nature). A particular causal claim is a historical, hypothetical, or predictive statement

about the relationship between two individual events: “αi caused (or would have caused

or will cause) βi.” A general causal claim or causal generalization asserts a pattern among

the relata, that “events of type α cause events of type β.”

Often, as we have just done, the conditions or settings in which the generalization

holds are left implicit or unstated. Although some causal generalizations in physics might

be truly universal (α causes β whenever and wherever α occurs), in social science, causal

9
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generalizations are nearly always realistically restricted to settings with relevant local

conditions, γ, that are often vaguely stated or understood (Falleti & Lynch 2009). For

example, the GSL could only reasonably expect postcards to work in functioning democ-

racies and among literate participants, even if they did not explicitly say so.

The statement “α causes β in γ” is a generalization: it is a claim that one thing

generally causes another in certain conditions (Kruglanski & Kroy 1976). We say that a

causal claim is valid if the claim is true, that is, if the purported cause and purported effect

are the actual cause and actual effect. Our definition of validity comes from measurement

theory originating in Kelly (1927) and is consistent with Borsboom et al. (2004). (On

inconsistencies and conceptual difficulties in the concept of validity, see Feest (2020),

Jiménez-Buedo (2011) and Sullivan (2009)). In our framework, the general causal claim

that “α causes β in γ” is valid if it is indeed the case that α causes β in γ. Hence, validity

is a relationship between a claim and the world – the relationship that holds if and only

if the claim correctly reflects reality (cf. Shadish et al. 2002, 35).

There are exactly four ways in which the causal generalization “α causes β in γ” can

be invalid, corresponding to the four parts of the claim:

(i) α

(ii) causes

(iii) β

(iv) in γ

Something might cause β in γ, but that something might not be events of type α (falsity

in part i). Events of type α might cause something in γ, but that something might not

be events of type β (falsity in part iii). Events of type α might cause events of type β in

some conditions, but not in γ (falsity in part iv). Or events of type α might be related

to events of type β across conditions γ but the relationship might not be a directional

causal relationship of the sort claimed (falsity in part ii).

10
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To illustrate, consider how GSL’s initial causal generalization, “Enforcement messages

cause juror turnout,” might fail:

(i) Their claim might fail because the researchers misconstrued the nature of the cause,
assigning an incorrect semantic label. The postcards’ effect might not be due to the
specific words but rather because the text was longer in the enforcement compared
to reminder message.

(ii) Their claim might fail internally, due to chance or poor experimental design. Maybe
jurors who were already planning to appear at court disproportionately received the
threatening postcards.

(iii) Their claim might fail because the researchers misconstrued the nature of the out-
come, assigning an incorrect semantic label. Maybe juror turnout was mismeasured
– for example, if excused absences were classified as successful recruitments.

(iv) Their claim might fail because the researchers mischaracterized how broadly their
claim generalizes. The claim invites the reader to generalize across the U.S. (though
unfortunately this remains vague); but perhaps it only works in certain communities.

Generalizations always go beyond the scientific evidence. Researchers will have wit-

nessed only a finite number of events in specific times and places. To make general causal

claims that are meaningful to others, researchers must make a causal inference, moving

from the evidence to a causal claim on the basis of theory, qualitative knowledge, and even

common sense – that is, assumptions combined with the evidence (see Lundberg et al.

2021). A causal generalization results from an inferential leap to the conclusion that in

general, under conditions γ, α-type events cause (or often enough cause, or cause absent

interference) β-type events. Such an inference may or may not be warranted, but without

an inference, even if a study induced causality it could not support a general causal claim.

Now consider the evidence from an experiment. Our framework distinguishes active

causes from inert ingredients as events that are bundled within the measures of the inter-

vention and outcome. That is, we do not take measured variables as the “primitives” of

the analysis. To clarify this distinction, we label the elements of the bundles (the causes,

effects, and conditions of interest, plus inert ingredients) with lower-case Greek letters,

and we label the measured bundles with upper case Latin letters. In the fully binary case,

11
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A ≜ {α ∧ θα} (4a)

B ≜ {β ∨ θβ} (4b)

C ≜ {γ ∧ θγ}. (4c)

Note that ≜ means “is definitionally equal to,” ∧ logically means “and,” (requiring both

elements to be true for the expression to be true) and ∨ logically means “or” (requiring

one or both elements to be true for the expression to be true). In the binary case, each

variable can be either true or false.

The Latin letters A,B,C are observed measures of the intervention, outcome, and con-

ditions in settings, respectively, here assumed to be measured without error (see Edwards

et al. 2015). The Greek letters represent hypothesized causes, effects, causal conditions,

and inert elements which combine into informationally-equivalent sets (Dafoe et al. 2018).

The elements {α, γ} are “active ingredients” that have a causal effect on the outcome of

interest β. The elements {θα, θγ} are “inert ingredients” and θβ is a related outcome that

is not of interest. For simplicity, we omit interactions between elements of the sets.

This notation makes clear that measured variables are inherently bundles (Heckman

2005). In particular, since active and inert ingredients {α, θα} are bundled in the inter-

vention, removing the inert ingredient θα in equation 4a would make A false. For example,

in the first GSL trial, the postcards bundled the enforcement message with an emotional

tone, numerals related to the relevant statute, amount of ink, and sentence length and

complexity (all varying at least slightly between treatment and control). Likewise, C

bundles all of the conditions in the setting {γ, θγ} that remain constant. These include

design elements that are identical for treatment and control (e.g., the cardstock and court

seal), attributes of the units that are assumed to be balanced through randomization (e.g.,

employment status of the recipient), and features of the context (e.g., Riverside during

the rainy season). Typically, neither these conditions nor C itself is literally “measured”

12
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beyond disclosures of experimental procedures, units, and the setting of the RCT.

The disjunction in 4b represents that the measurement of an outcome might reflect

the real outcome of interest, β, or instead a related event not of direct interest, θβ (e.g. a

legally valid request for excuse). In most studies, β itself cannot be measured in isolation

but must be inferred from self-reports or records (B) assumed to stand in some felicitous

causal relation to β. For simplicity, our notation omits cases in which β occurs but remains

unmeasured, modeling the risk of false positives but not false negatives.

In an RCT, the evidence is limited to the measured variable bundles. Typically, how-

ever, researchers’ causal claims reference the ontological events here represented as Greek

letters (“enforcement message” and “turnout”), not the measured bundles characterized

by Latin letters (“A” and “B”). The definition in 4 makes explicit that the Greek-letter

reality behind the Latin-letter measures remains a matter of inference, and this is true

even when the causal estimand is “identified” (as in Keele & Minozzi 2013). Under our

assumptions, textbook identification establishes the following specific causal claim as a

fact about what has actually been manipulated and measured:

“ATE = ES [Bi(Ai = 1, Ci)]− ES [Bi(Ai = 0, Ci)], ” (5)

where C bundles the conditions in the setting, which are either balanced or constant

across units. The quotes make it explicit that 5 is a claim. Thus, causal identification

only warrants claims with respect to the Latin-letter variables – in words, “the average

treatment effect is a causal relationship between variables A and B in setting C” – not

the Greek-letter causal relata and causal conditions that are present in the world. It

follows from definition 4 that the fact of claim 5 is not the same as the (generalized)

causal process of interest τ , which is expressed as counterfactuals regarding states of α

and γ,

“τ = ES [βi(αi = 1, γi)]− ES [βi(αi = 0, γi)],” (6)
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that is, the semantic claim about the ontological process of interest – “enforcement mes-

sages cause turnout in the absence of affluence.” As our notation makes plain, even if an

identification strategy justifies claim 5, that by itself does not justify making the claim

about the causal process meaningfully expressed in claim 6. To see this, we expand claim

5 using definition 4 to the equivalent statement,

“ATE = ES{[βi∨θβi
]([αi∧θαi

] = 1, [γi∧θγi ])}−ES{[βi∨θβi
]([αi∧θαi

] = 0, [γi∧θγi ])}.” (7)

Plainly, moving from identifying the ATE in 5 to the generalized causal effect τ in 6

requires an extensive set of assumptions about claim 7 that go beyond the assumption

of internal validity. Comparing claim 5 to claim 7, expanding A problematizes construct

validity of the cause; expanding B problematizes construct validity of the outcome; and

expanding C problematizes external validity.2

Of course, if researchers literally only care about the measured variables A and B as

manifested in the exact setting C, they need not make assumptions about the relation-

ships between A and α, B and β, and C and γ. However, they would then be unable to

communicate the meaning of their results beyond saying “Whatever it was we did (des-

ignated by the symbol A), at that one time and place (designated by the symbol C), had

an effect on whatever it was we measured (designated by the symbol B)” – a claim that

would never be published and indeed is not even a generalization (see Cronbach 1982).

Since textbook identification strategies are only with respect to the measured variables,

identification can only license a claim such as 5. Claim 5 does not license the meaningful

semantic statement represented by claim 6 (Cook et al. 2014).

Note that a claim such as 5 can be the result of a deductive test, under assumptions

2Cronbach (1982) and Shadish et al. (2002) propose the UTOS framework for understanding validity
regarding the elements of a research design (for extensions, see Findley et al. 2021). UTOS is an acronym
for “units, treatments, outcomes and settings.” While UTOS is helpful in organizing the elements of a
research design, it does not serve our purpose in distinguishing the different types of validity since the
framework holds that each of the UTOS elements is a construct, and it holds that each element is a
consideration for evaluating external validity. Thus we cannot rely on UTOS to develop our argument.
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of internal validity, using standard procedures of causal identification. It can be what

Gelman & Imbens (2013) call a “what if” rather than a “why”-type assessment. In

moving implicitly from 5 to 6, however, the researcher transforms a “what if” question

among measured variables into a speculative or exploratory “why” accounting of the relata

and conditions driving the statistical patterns that support claim 5. This is the case even

when claim 5 is identified. When researchers make a generalized causal claim without

addressing the relationship between the Latin-letter measured variables and the Greek-

letter causal relata and conditions, they are simply hazarding an exploratory guess or

“structured speculation” about the underlying causality (Banerjee et al. 2017), with the

hope that causal knowledge will somehow accumulate coherently from a sequence of results

such as 5 (Angrist & Pischke 2010, 23). This hope for accumulation of knowledge under

speculation is similar to when earlier generations of applied statisticians made exploratory

guesses and offered verbal assurances about control variables achieving internal validity.

The authors of the Credibility Revolution partially acknowledge this limitation, and

attempt to place boundaries on claims that are “credibly” established under internal

validity through a familiar saying that identification can deductively establish the effects

of a cause – that is to establish a fact that a cause occurred by comparing outcomes

across counterfactual states of the world – but not the causes of effects which would

require naming the actual causes (Holland 1986). This distinction fails to establish these

bounds, however, in that communicating any description of the counterfactual states

over which a cause and effect are detected requires labeling those states in some way,

which, even if those labels are abstract or generic, is still to require an assumption of

construct validity. And to assume the cause will occur in any other time and place, or

even a generic assumption that causal effects are homogeneous, requires an assumption of

external validity. Even if one were to try to communicate a finding modestly as an “effect

of cause”-type claim, that would not relieve the analyst from considering these aspects of

validity.
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Because identification is only with respect to measured variables in one setting, iden-

tification does not address parts (i), (iii), or (iv) of a generalized causal claim, that is, the

labeling of the relata and the conditions under which the cause will occur. Since a causal

generalization is not valid unless all four aspects of the claim are correct, causal identifi-

cation does not provide sufficient assumptions to deduce a generalized causal claim. Thus

we augment causal identification with what we call causal specification, which formalizes

the insights of Shadish et al. (2002) into the single expression of claim 7 that shows the

equal importance of each type of validity in deductions regarding causal relata and con-

ditions. In causal specification, construct validity is present when α and β are correctly

specified, and external validity is present when γ is correctly specified.

In the remainder of the paper, we expand on the concepts of construct and external

validity as they fit within the framework of causal specification, showing the necessity of

each type of assumption to preserve the deductivenss of causal claims. The formal ap-

proach using the potential outcomes framework, as we have shown here, can be extended

for each of internal, construct and external validity. However, we confine those formaliza-

tions to appendix A. In addition, for interested readers, appendix B shows our arguments

in a structural causal models framework. These appendices can be skipped without loss

of continuity.

Causal Specification for Construct Validity

Traditionally, construct validity centers on considerations of the quality of observed mea-

sures when a criterion measure does not exist, to ensure that the outcome that is measured

in fact corresponds with the concept of interest (Adcock & Collier 2001, 529). In causal

analysis, this means the semantic labels assigned to the causal relata are correct (Cook

et al. 2014). The notion originates in Cronbach & Meehl (1955) who proposed assessing

whether the pattern of convergences and divergences in a set of correlations meets the

theoretical expectations of a “nomological network.” As Borsboom et al. (2004) explains,
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such an analysis of correlations can never fully serve to match a measure with a con-

cept that is best understood as an ontological referent; such an approach would mistake

empirical validation procedures for validity (Alexandrova 2017).

According to Borsboom et al. (2004), a measure is construct valid if measured observa-

tions are themselves caused by the underlying (ontological) referent of interest. Referring

back to our definition 4, in our framework a causal generalization is construct valid only

if α and β, inferred from observations of A and B, are the real underlying cause and

effect. As ontological referents, α and β are latent and so not normally measurable in

isolation by the researcher. Instead, the correspondence between the measured variables

and the intended relata is a (possibly warranted) assumption, governed by considerations

of construct validity, just as the presence of internal validity is an assumption. Assigning

correct semantic labels “α” and “β” to the causal relata thus stands as one of the core

inferential risks when making causal claims based on the statistical relationship between

A and B (see Kim 1971). Without an explicit assumption and justification for their

semantic labels, researchers cannot properly claim to have deduced a generalized causal

effect. One knows only that something caused something, not what causes what.

Construct Validity of the Cause. Construct validity is essential for understanding

the role of the intervention as a possible causal agent, and so we first consider construct

validity of the cause. Generally, analysts claim the specific physical properties of an

intervention stand as an instance of an underlying causal referent (Sartori 1970). For

example, Gerber et al. (2008) takes the text statement on a postcard promising to reveal

one’s voting behavior to one’s neighbors as an instance of “social pressure,” much like

GSL took their text to be an instance of “enforcement.” The correspondence between

the observed physical intervention and the underlying construct is necessarily imperfect,

however (Adcock & Collier 2001, 534). For example, different physical manifestations can

correspond to the same referent depending on the context, such as when Dunning (2008,
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43) devises different informational voting interventions to match across implementations

in Latin America, South Asia and Africa.

In a proposed empirical test of the causal process, that is, whether A causes B, the

manipulated intervention variable A is presumed to contain at least one necessary com-

ponent (active ingredient) for the cause to occur (Mackie 1965; Rothman 1976). Every

intervention must be a bundle of components, however, some of which are active (α) and

some of which are inert (θα). Establishing internal validity alone cannot warrant assign-

ing the label “active ingredient” to any of the elements in the intervention because the

manipulation itself is always potentially confounded with active ingredients not explicitly

labeled by the researchers (Cook et al. 2014, 379,382; Fong & Grimmer 2019). This is the

problem Dafoe et al. (2018) identify as “informational equivalence.” Instead, as a min-

imum requirement, a valid generalized causal claim must assume and specify the active

ingredient α and assign to it a construct valid, semantically-meaningful label.

The active ingredients in social science interventions typically are not as easily iden-

tified as in the case of drug trials. For the GSL example, the manipulation is not only

the enforcement message but everything else bundled with the intervention, including the

level of threat, the presence of the numerals indicating the statute, sentence complexity,

and so on (see Fong & Grimmer 2019). Because the inert and active ingredients perfectly

covary within a well-designed RCT, a well-designed RCT cannot by itself distinguish the

active from the inert ingredients. Furthermore, some elements might not be entirely on-

tologically distinct, such as “enforcement” and “threat” in the GSL example. Even if the

elements are sufficiently distinguishable, conceptually and empirically, which ingredient

best characterizes what is actually driving outcomes remains an open question.

The Credibility Revolution understands aspects of this problem of confounding in

the intervention, although they address the problem by stipulating ancillary assumptions

rather than treating it as a core element of validity. In particular, when there is full

compliance with the protocol, RCT designs rely on two assumptions in addition to the
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assumption of randomization, known as the “exclusion restriction” and the “stable unit

treatment value assumption” (SUTVA) (Angrist et al. 1996; Gerber & Green 2012). The

exclusion restriction and SUTVA allow one to ignore each unit’s assignment and the

assignment and exposure vector of all other units, and so the two assumptions greatly

reduce the number of potential outcomes to consider (Angrist et al. 1996). Substantively,

these two assumptions rule out certain, but not all, aspects of confounding within the

intervention that can remain even when internal validity is perfect (see Julnes 2004).

First consider the exclusion restriction, which assumes that the assignment itself has

no direct or indirect effect on the outcome other than through the treatment. Absent

blinding, random assignment can create confounds such as John Henry and Hawthorne

effects that occur simply because the unit is aware of assignment. To assume the assign-

ment itself is not causal under the exclusion restriction is to assume that the assignment

is not among the active ingredients. Although the exclusion restriction labels the as-

signment process as an inert component, it does not label the active component of the

intervention (Julnes 2004, 176).

Second, SUTVA assumes that the treatment each unit receives is not affected by other

units, irrespective of whether the other units were assigned to treatment or control. For

example, SUTVA rules out the presence of spillover from the treatment units to the

control units, such as when someone in GSL’s treatment group is friends with someone

in the control group and so shares the postcard message. Randomization in an RCT

does not rule out this scenario and hence the analyst must assume the states that define

treatment and control are the ones that the analyst had intended. Construct validity

however requires semantic labels to match the referents. Neither the exclusion restriction

nor SUTVA adequately substitutes for a justified specification of the labels.

Construct Validity of the Outcome. Correctly identifying and measuring the out-

come of interest is also essential for causal identification. In a clinical trial, for example,
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one might relieve the symptoms and mistakenly conclude one has cured the underlying

disease, for example, using fever as the measure of disease then applying ice to the patient

and claiming the disease cured. In the GSL example, the intervention aims to increase

juror turnout, but the jury administrator might record an excuse from service as also

having fulfilled the legal requirements.

Construct validity of the outcome is present when the outcome is correctly labeled and

conceptualized. The directly measured outcome B might stand in a variety of relationships

to the outcome of interest β. In some cases, β itself might be directly measurable (e.g.,

response time) in which case B=β. More commonly, B and β stand in some causal

relationship, where B is a presumed cause or effect of β or the two are related to a

common cause. For example, if β is juror turnout, B might be the clerk’s record of which

residents reported on the assigned day, which could be entirely accurate or contain false

positives or negatives. Generally, the tighter the causal relationship between β and B,

the better the warrant for inferring from the directly observed B to the claimed β.

The details of causal modeling of the relationship between B and β elude our basic

notation. In short, when B is observed, it might be true that the outcome of interest

β occurred or (in false positive cases) it might be true that only a related outcome not

of interest θβ might have occurred. Establishing internal validity does not establish the

existence of the required relationship between β and B. Absent specification that B

captures β, one cannot properly claim to have specified the real outcome. Hence construct

validity of the outcome would be lacking.

Causal Specification for External Validity

The traditional definition of external validity focuses on whether an identified causal

effect extrapolates or is “generalizable” to other settings (Cook 2014; Findley et al. 2021;

Guala 2005; Julnes 2004; Shadish et al. 2002). “Settings” include different countries, time

periods, populations, contexts and laboratories. Although this definition is standard,
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it is often viewed as an unattainable ideal (Deaton & Cartwright 2018; Findley et al.

2021). Very few social science studies yield the same results across all settings of human

existence (Cook 2014; Julnes 2004). Indeed, despite high internal validity, RCTs usually

yield substantially varying results across settings (Deaton 2019; Deaton & Cartwright

2018; Peters et al. 2018; Pritchett & Sandefur 2013; Vivalt 2020; Weiss et al. 2014).

While, of course, inconsistent execution of RCTs also triggers variation in treatment effect

estimates, low external validity in the traditional sense is quite common in RCTs even

when executed consistently (Deaton & Cartwright 2018; Henrich et al. 2010; Ravallion

2012).

Clarifying the Definition of External Validity. Partly because of the pervasive lack

of traditionally-defined external validity, we propose a clarification and modest elaboration

of the definition of external validity for use in causal specification.

First, we define causal conditions (γ) as any active ingredients that are balanced or

constant across treatment and control groups or constant in a setting. Like Cartwright’s

(2011) “helping factors” and “countering causes,” Deaton and Cartwright’s (2018) “sup-

port factors,” and Findley and colleagues’ (2021) “context or structural factors,” causal

conditions can augment or undermine a cause. These conditions include quintessential

characteristics of settings like culture and institutions (Cartwright & Hardie 2012; Falleti

& Lynch 2009). They also include all elements that are constant in the experimental

design, attributes of the experimental units that are balanced between treatment and

control, and aspects of the causal field (Mackie 1965) that are all constant relative to the

intervention. In the classic example (e.g., Pearl 2019), oxygen is an active condition that

is necessary for the treatment effect of striking a match to result in the outcome of fire.

As we explain below, other conditions are inert (e.g., nitrogen in the air).

Second, we clarify that external validity requires the correct specification of the con-

ditions that define the causal generalization. Thus, external validity requires evidence or
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assumptions about what conditions are needed for the treatment to produce its effects.

According to the traditional definition, a claim is externally valid if it generalizes across

settings. We say a claim is externally valid to the extent one has accurately specified why

or how the effect generalizes across settings. This means specifying the causal conditions

defining the range of settings across which the effect generalizes. Hence, we define exter-

nal validity as the correct specification of the conditions that enable or disable a causal

effect (for a similar definition, see Egami & Hartman 2022). External validity is present

when that specification is true.

This revised definition is more general than and subsumes the traditional definition.

The traditional definition of external validity is a special case of our definition. The

traditional definition only considers the case where the conditions γ are widespread.

Our definition is also more attainable. Unlike the traditional definition, we embrace

the reality that treatment effects will vary across settings because of the inescapable role of

conditions that generally also matter for the outcome (Deaton & Cartwright 2018; Guala

2005; Peters et al. 2018; Ravallion 2012, 110; Weiss et al. 2014). Our approach reveals

that it is as important to know the settings where a cause will not occur as to know the

settings where it will occur. Thus, a deductive and general understanding of causality

requires specifying how a causal claim is contingent on specific conditions. While GSL

lacked traditionally-defined external validity, the actual problem is that GSL does not

understand why the treatment worked in Riverside and not Orange County. However,

GSL can attain external validity by correctly specifying which conditions moderate the

treatment and define the range of settings. For example, GSL might successfully justify

the assumption that the intervention works in the setting of Riverside but not in Orange

County by specification of the condition of affluence.

In many ways, our revision embraces and unifies recent efforts to incorporate external

validity into causal frameworks. Pearl and colleagues’ transportability approach (Barein-

boim & Pearl 2016) specifies which conditions are modifying the causal effect (Humphreys
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& Scacco 2020). Knowing “where” and “why” in the directed acyclic graph that effect

moderation is occurring requires knowledge of conditions in settings. The “inherently

subjective,” “structured speculation” of Banerjee et al. (2017) uses theory and knowledge

of conditions to generalize treatment effects across settings. Propensity score approaches

require knowing which conditions to include in the propensity score model and on what

conditions to compare sample and target population (Pritchett & Sandefur 2013; Stuart

et al. 2011). Egami & Hartman (2022) and Findley et al. (2021) each provide a general

framework for external validity, but these frameworks differ from causal specification be-

cause they take the measured variables rather than the actual causes and conditions as

the objects of interest for causal analysis (Slough & Tyson 2022).

Why External Validity Matters. For several decades, the social sciences have prior-

itized internal validity over external validity (Findley et al. 2021; Julnes 2004; Pritchett

& Sandefur 2013). As result, the credibility revolution often sidesteps external validity

by simply declaring a causal effect is “local.”

However, if one has identified only a local causal effect without external validity, one is

limited to the hope that causal knowledge can accumulate, but with no guidance on how

the accumulation can occur. Absent external validity, any claim must be circumscribed to

a specific set of units exposed to a specific event in a specific time and specific place and

is only knowable retrospectively (Cook 2012; Deaton 2019; Gailmard 2021; Guala 2005;

Rothman 1976; VanderWeele & Hernán 2006; Vivalt 2020). Cartwright (2011) explains

internal validity only shows “it works somewhere.” Actually, internal validity only shows it

historically worked (in the past tense) somewhere (Nosek & Errington 2020). As Cronbach

(1982, 137) explains, internal validity alone is “trivial, past-tense, and local.” This is not

the sort of general causal knowledge social scientists typically want to accumulate (Findley

et al. 2021). Cartwright (2011) explains, we want to know: “it works widely” or “it will

work for us” (Cartwright & Hardie 2012; Cook 2014; Deaton & Cartwright 2018; Pritchett
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& Sandefur 2013). For this exact reason, Rubin (1974) originally stressed the need for

“subjective random sampling” of settings to ensure a study was of “practical interest,”

“representative” and “useful.”

Confronted with this, some might claim that identifying an effect in one setting is

sufficient and they have no intention to produce “universal” knowledge. At least implicitly,

such a claim asserts general knowledge can accumulate as if the conditions in settings are

irrelevant (see Angrist & Pischke 2010, 23). They may even say that one setting at

one time defines their “population” and their sample generalizes to that population. We

propose that by claiming they only intend to make a specific historical claim about the

effect of something in only one setting – which is actually a time and place with certain

very specific conditions – they are retreating to what we call the historicist’s refuge.

Historians’ idiographic causal narratives of specific events are certainly valuable, and

indeed, as Kocher & Monteiro (2016) note, even essential for developing and justifying re-

search designs for natural experiments. Nevertheless, we doubt that social scientists truly

have no desire to be different from historians (Findley et al. 2021; Henrich et al. 2010).

As Nosek & Errington (2020, 3) explain, social scientists rarely limit their inferences to

a “particular climate, at particular times of day, at a particular point in history, with a

particular measurement method, using particular assessments, with a particular sample.”

Indeed, we choose topics to study because they are instances of some generalization. For

example, GSL’s study was an instance of the general phenomena of jury service or demo-

cratic participation. When researchers intentionally choose topics to understand general

phenomena, it is not credible to back out of the generalization by declaring post-hoc that

causal effects are “local.”

However, if one is truly only making a “local” claim in the historicist’s refuge, this

would require explicit language. Just as the credibility revolution requires causal iden-

tification for any language of causal effects, historicists should declare their inability to

generalize to any setting other than the one experimental setting at the one time when the
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experiment was actually conducted. Readers would need to police against any language

of generalization just like readers currently police against causal language for descriptive

research. It seems fair to note that such a practice would probably require fairly dra-

matic changes to studies of the U.S., which are rarely forced to justify selecting the highly

unusual U.S. case (Findley et al. 2021; Henrich et al. 2010).

Even with careful language however, the historicist’s refuge cannot lead to a coherent,

deductive understanding of causality (Cartwright & Hardie 2012). Historicists in their

refuge claim to identify a causal effect while having no understanding of the conditions

in the setting enabling that effect. One does not know how much of the effect is due to

the treatment or some complex interaction between the treatment and conditions in the

setting. One does not even know what the relevant conditions might be. Hence, the lack

of external validity reveals a lack of understanding about what really causes what.

Further, any commitment to replication forces one to inevitably abandon the histori-

cist’s refuge. If even one other setting yields a different result, beyond sampling variability,

this proves conditions in settings matter. Once GSL found a different result in Orange

County, they had no way of knowing if the treatment effect is aided by helping factors in

Riverside County or suppressed by countering causes in Orange County (or both). Un-

known conditions might even make both Riverside and Orange unusual. If the conditions

are unusual, then the causal effect could be unusually large or small. Any broader gen-

eralization would suffer from a selection bias just like any sample selection bias (Findley

et al. 2021).

In response to these challenges, some might admit a lack of external validity and say

the “next step” is to go forth inductively across a range of settings. For instance, Banerjee

& Duflo (2009, 162) write: “If we were prepared to carry out enough experiments in varied

enough locations, we could learn as much as we want to know about the distribution of the

treatment effects across sites.” This is not feasible however without causal specification

(Cartwright & Hardie 2012). Sampling a “range of settings” or “similar settings” presumes
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one knows what defines the range or similarity. The law of large numbers does not ensure

representativeness if one is sampling from a corner of the sample space, and “simple

enumerative induction” does not warrant claiming the treatment “reliably promotes”

outcomes (Cartwright 2011). Generalizing beyond one case requires causal specification

about what enables the cause (Banerjee & Duflo 2009; Deaton & Cartwright 2018). In

the GSL vignette, choosing Orange County as the next step is merely haphazard without

some understanding of what conditions might be relevant.

Ultimately, neglecting external validity raises concerns very similar to the “radical

skepticism” about unknown confounding (Stokes 2014). Verbal assurances of external

validity strain credibility just like verbal assurances about control variables (Deaton &

Cartwright 2018). Radical skeptics about unknown confounding should be similarly rad-

ically skeptical about any generalization based on unknown conditions.

The Role of Theory and Qualitative Knowledge in

Quantitative Causal Inference

Our framework for causal specification clarifies the assumptions that must be added to

prevailing causal frameworks and textbook identification strategies in order to support

credible deductive claims about causal effects. In the absence of construct and external

validity, the researcher converts a deductive “what if” question to an exploratory “why”

question. Researchers might implicitly speculate that α is the active ingredient in A, that

B accurately tracks β, and that the causal conditions γ in C operate similarly elsewhere.

These however are key assumptions that underwrite causal claims of the nature of the

cause, the nature of the effect, and the scope of the generalization. Construct and external

validity are as necessary as internal validity for a deductive understanding of causality,

and all three are equally essential for the credibility of causal claims.

Since assumptions are not themselves testable (absent specifying additional assump-

tions) causal specification is not established by any statistical procedure, boundary con-
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struction or sensitivity analysis. Of course, there exist design-based statistical procedures

that can warrant assumptions regarding construct and external validity, similar to how

randomization can warrant a claim of internal validity. For example, a conjoint exper-

iment (Hainmueller & Hopkins 2014) can test for the causal effect of specific (active

ingredient) components contained within an intervention, but setting up the test requires

construct valid assumptions about the cause or possible causes. And multisite studies

(Dunning et al. 2019) can test for variation in the treatment effect across settings, but to

know which sites to choose requires externally valid assumptions about variation in the

underlying conditions that enable or disable the cause.

Ultimately, there are no statistical procedures that can solve the ontological prob-

lems of how to assign semantic labels to causes, outcomes and conditions (Kim 1971).

Instead, as Kocher & Monteiro (2016, 953) and Slough (2022) emphasize, the assump-

tions that underwrite a design for causal inference are not statistical but instead are

derived from theory and qualitative or historical knowledge. For example, process tracing

methods qualitatively depict a “snapshot” of a causal event at one point in time and

an understanding of unfolding of events over time (Collier 2011; Collier et al. 2010). As

Beach (2017, 9) writes, the purpose of process tracing is not to assess “the difference that

changes in values of X make for values of Y . Instead, inferences are made using the cor-

respondence between hypothetical and actual observable manifestations of the operation

of mechanisms within a selected case.” Similarly, Fenno (1978) advocates for a “soak

and poke” approach to qualitative understanding, while Weller & Barnes (2014, 21) ad-

vocate for qualitative pathway analysis in mixed methods research in order to understand

generalized causal links across settings.

In each of these qualitative methodological approaches, the analyst can develop a

theoretical and substantive understanding of the underlying referents that correspond to

the actual causal relata and the relevant conditions in settings. To say that quantitative

causal inference relies on qualitative knowledge to produce claims is not to say however
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that either approach somehow subsumes the other. Indeed, as Beach & Kaas (2020) note,

in many ways the two modes of causal inquiry are incommensurable. For example, process

tracing can only recover what was observed in a causal event, but not the event’s counter-

factual. And quantitative methods can only recover treatment effects averaged over units,

not the causal effect for a given unit. Deductive approaches to quantitative causal infer-

ence require theory and qualitative knowledge, however, because theory and qualitative

knowledge enable the researcher to choose and recognize relatively plausible versus im-

plausible background assumptions concerning all three types of validity. Acknowledging

this requires acknowledging the importance of qualitative research for scientific progress

in quantitative research (Kocher & Monteiro 2016).

Further, to say that generalized quantitative causal inference relies on assumptions

about the causal conditions and relata does not somehow make the approach we recom-

mend unscientific. Indeed, as practitioners of the credibility revolution well know, internal

validity also remains an assumption even after randomization and even after balance tests

have been passed. These assumptions at the core of causal specification are simply and

fundamentally necessary to preserve the deductiveness of (scientific) causal claims.

Conclusion

Social scientists typically aim to produce general knowledge about what causes what in

what conditions, and not just historical knowledge that something caused something one

time in one setting in the past. That is, social scientists aim for valid causal general-

izations. The tight linkage between the concept of internal validity and the concept of

causality is encoded in the causal frameworks that have governed the Credibility Revolu-

tion. The Rubin causal model (Holland 1986; Rubin 1974) and structural causal models

(Pearl 2000) have made tremendous contributions while being centered on the problem of

unconfoundedness and internal validity. However, the Credibility Revolution has hereto-
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fore provided insufficient consideration of external validity or construct validity. As a

result, it lacks an adequate general framework for validity and causal generalization.

In our causal specification framework, a causal generalization of the form “α causes

β in γ” is valid if and only if it is true that α causes β in γ. The challenge of causal

specification is not only the challenge of confirming that in fact something caused some-

thing in one setting (the focus of internal validity) but equally the challenge of correctly

labeling the nature of the cause, the nature of the effect, and the conditions under which

the generalization holds. By itself, even the most rigorous proof of internal validity shows

only that some aspect of the manipulation (A but not necessarily α) caused some mea-

sured outcome (B but not necessarily β) in one setting (C, typically leaving γ implicit).

Construct validity is achieved when the semantically asserted cause and effect are the

actual cause and effect. External validity is achieved when the scope of the generalization

is correctly specified. Unless all three types of validity are present, a claim that “α causes

β in γ” is false. All three types of validity are required; none has priority.

We show that the textbook identification assumptions within “credible designs” are

insufficient for deducing generalized causal claims, irrespective of whether one is working

in the SCM or the RCM. Textbook identification focuses on internal validity but typically

neglects assumptions regarding construct and external validity. Social scientists who wish

to make deductive and generalized causal claims must attend equally to internal, con-

struct, and external validity. As our framework of causal specification makes clear, all

three are equally necessary for generalized causal claims and hence supply the additional

assumptions that must augment current approaches to identification in order to support

the deductive justification of causal claims. These assumptions inevitably rely on qual-

itative, theoretically-grounded, and verbally-justified labeling of the relata for construct

validity, and of the conditions for external validity. These additional assumptions regard-

ing the relata and conditions are as necessary for deriving a generalized causal claim as

are assumptions of internal validity.
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We recommend that researchers who wish to make general contributions to our un-

derstanding of causal processes explicitly specify their αs, βs, and γs and defend the

inertness of their θs. This requires quantitative scholars to attend to theory or to qualita-

tive epistemologies such as process tracing, pathway analysis or soak and poke in order to

justify assumptions, or to collaborate with scholars who specialize in qualitative methods.

For researchers who already take construct and external validity explicitly into account,

this might amount to only a more formal statement of their assumptions. For other re-

searchers, like GSL, this might require confronting and clarifying causal assumptions that

they would otherwise disregard and leave implicit in the background.

If applied researchers ignore construct and external validity when stating causal claims,

they mistakenly convert an intended deductive claim into a claim based on exploration

and speculation – contrary to the fundamental goals of the Credibility Revolution. Our

framework for causal specification corrects this, and offers a means for applied researchers

to preserve the deductive nature of their claims not only at the level of measured variables

but also – more importantly – at the level of relata and conditions. In this way, causal

specification clarifies the additional assumptions required for the Credibility Revolution

to achieve its aspirations of understanding causal effects.
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A Appendix A: Formal Statements of Construct and

External Validity

Recall that we stated our general causal claim as the sentence: “α causes β in γ.” Causal
specification requires assumptions about each of these aspects of a causal process as well
as their relationship. We formalize those assumptions in this appendix.

Causal Specification for Internal Validity. In an RCT, identification requires in-
ternal validity, that is, that the value of β under the counterfactual of α being either true
or false is in fact unrelated to the realized value of α within an experiment, or

“ [βi(α = 1), βi(α = 0)] ⊥⊥ αi, ” (8)

which is analogous to equation 1, except it is stated at the level of the causal relata, and
we enclose it in quotes to highlight its status as a claim that might depart from the truth.

Causal Specification for Construct Validity of the Cause. Under our notation,
a claim for weak construct validity of the cause takes the form,

“τCV CW = ES{Bi([(αi = 1) ∧ θαi
], Ci)}−ES{Bi([(αi = 0) ∧ θαi

], Ci)} ∀ θα (9a)

τCV CW ̸= 0,” (9b)

where the ∀ symbol means “for each” – that is, the cases where θα is either true or false,
ignoring cases in which θα is true on one side of the statement and false on the other.
When the claim is about a direction of the causal effect, such as if GSL were to claim
that the postcards increase turnout, the inequality in statement 9b should be directional
using either > or <, depending on the direction. Under this claim, the causal effect τ
compares expected potential outcomes when α is present to when α is absent, both when
θα is present and when it is not. The claim in 9 holds that the cause the researcher
postulates to be the actual cause is in fact an actual cause. In other words, in order to
support a deduced causal generalization, the cause α must be specified. If Claim 9 is false,
the claimed cause “α” is not a real cause α and construct validity is absent.

Our definition of construct validity cannot be accommodated in either the RCM or the
SCM whenever practitioners in either framework take measured variables as primitive. In
particular, to enable valid generalized causal claims, the RCM would need to relax the
requirement that potential outcomes are defined over measured variables only (Edwards
et al. 2015). Claim 9 demonstrates the inadequacy of the exclusion restriction and SUTVA
as a substitute for construct validity. Each of these is only a special case of assumptions
regarding inert ingredients, for example, that θα characterizes the assignment process or
non-causal components of the intervention, without specifying α.

A claim of strong construct validity of the cause would add the following to claim 9:

“0 ≈ ES{Bi([αi ∧ (θαi
= 1)], Ci)} − ES{Bi([αi ∧ (θαi

= 0)], Ci)} ∀ α.” (10)

When α is present, the expectation of B is the same irrespective of whether θα is present
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or absent, and likewise when α is absent. Under our background assumptions, unless this
statement is true the claimed inert ingredient “θα” is not the real inert ingredient θα, and
hence strong construct validity is lacking. The difference between the weak and strong
version is that in the weak version α is relevant to the outcome regardless of whether θα
is present. By contrast, the strong version adds that θα’s presence or absence is irrelevant
to the outcome.

Causal Specification for External Validity. Our definition of external validity relies
on understanding conditions as all features of the setting, units, or design that are constant
or balanced between values of α. Recall we define the conditions in the setting, C ≜
(γ ∧ θγ). That is, C is true if both γ and θγ are true; γ are the active ingredients in the
setting that enable or disable the cause α, and θγ are the inert ingredients that are also
in the setting. Under our definition, the causal conditions γ must be correctly specified
to make a valid causal generalization. The presence of θγ clarifies there are features that
are constant or balanced, many of which are ignorable. A claim of weak external validity
is

“τEV = ES{Bi(Ai, [(γi = 1) ∧ θγi ])}−ES{Bi(Ai, [(γi = 0) ∧ θγi ])} ∀ θγ,” (11a)

τEV ̸= 0.” (11b)

Note the close parallel with weak construct validity of the cause in claim 9. When the
claim is about a direction of the causal effect, such as in GSL’s claim that affluence
reduces the effect of the enforcement message, the inequality in statement 11b should be
directional using either > or <, depending on the direction. The causal effect of A on B
depends on whether γ is present or absent, regardless of whether θγ is present or absent.
The RCM is not well-equipped to handle considerations of external validity, given that
its focus is on identifying local effects. The SCM addresses considerations of external
validity using the notion of “transportability” described in Bareinboim & Pearl (2016).
However, as the appendix shows, we clarify that claims of transportability must be over
latent conditions γ rather than measured contextual variables C.

A claim of strong external validity adds the following to claim 11:

“0 ≈ ES{Bi(Ai, [γi ∧ (θγi = 1)])} − ES{Bi(Ai, [γi ∧ (θγi = 0)])} ∀ γ.” (12)

The strong external validity claim adds that θγ is irrelevant to the expected outcome,
provided that A is present and γ is constant. If the equality is false the claimed inert
condition “θγ” is not a real inert condition θγ, and strong external validity is absent.

B Appendix B: DAG Representation

In this appendix we approximate the argument in our text using directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) (Pearl 2000). A DAG cannot represent the full argument for two reasons. First, as
we show in definition 4 of the main text, we conceive of the measured variables, A,B and
C, as bundles of active and inert causal ingredients. In this sense, the measured variables
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are compositions. While the measured variables are bundles and hence not exactly the
causes, neither are the measured variables the effects of the causes – the part does not
necessarily cause the whole, nor does the whole necessarily cause the part. However,
under the consistency rule (Pearl 2010, 872), only causal nodes are permissible within a
DAG, and hence the compositions that are at the core of our definition of validity are not
permitted. As a result, a DAG lacks this flexibility and cannot represent the part-whole
relationship as a subset relationship. Instead, it has to represent part-whole as either the
parts causing the whole or the whole causing the parts. Given this limitation, we can
only approximate our framework in a DAG by also assuming the elements themselves –
the active and inert ingredients – cause the measured variables (Borsboom et al. 2004),
which is in the traditional framework of measurement theory but not fully consistent with
our causal specification framework.

Second, it is well-known that DAGs cannot visually represent an effect modification
(Pearl 2019), which is also central to our model of causality. Instead, the DAG can only
reference a separate formal statement of the effect modification, such as the one we provide
in claim 7 of the main text.

Figure 1: Preferred model for the claim “α causes β in γ” specified within the causal
process 7 of the main text. Grey nodes are unobserved causes, effects and conditions of
interest. Blue nodes with an “I” are measured variables. Yellow nodes with an arrow
indicate do commands; Z is an assignment mechanism and W is a choice of conditions in
the setting.

The DAG in figure 1 is a representation of the generalized causal claim “α causes β in
γ” as defined in claim 7 of the main text; this representation is valid if it corresponds to
nature. For completeness we introduce two assignment mechanisms that we leave implict
in the main text: Z is the assignment to treatment and control and W is a choice over
the conditions in the setting such as the characteristics of the units, the research design
and the time and location; the do() operator is indicated by an arrow inside of the yellow
nodes. All of the other nodes are defined in the text. Grey nodes are unobserved or
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latent and are represented by Greek letters. The blue nodes with an “I” represented by
Latin letters are measured variables and hence are outcomes of a measurement process
(Borsboom et al. 2004), and hence this figure is consistent with the measurement view of
the observed variable bundles. Among the latent nodes, α and γ are “active” ingredients
in that they cause the outcome of interest β. The θ vector contains “inert” ingredients
in that the nodes do not have any effect, either direct or indirect, on the outcomes β or
B, but they can affect the measurement of the observed variable.

The diagram represents the causal process α causes β in γ that we represent in claim
7; that is, γ is an effect modifier that is necessary for the cause associated with α to
occur. An ideal experiment would execute a do(α) procedure, in both the presence and
absence of γ, but since α and γ are ontological referents (that is, events in nature that we
ordinarily do not observe directly) such a procedure typically is not possible. Thus, the
causal relationship between the relata (α and β) and the causal conditions (γ) can only
be assumed, and the validity of those assumptions depends on their correspondence with
the truth that resides in nature.

The DAGs are useful to demonstrate that a strongly valid generalized causal claim
based on an observed statistical relationship between A and B requires all of the Greek
letter nodes to be specified correctly. To support a weakly valid causal claim, the θ vector
does not need to be specified.

(a) No Construct Validity (b) No External Validity

Figure 2: DAG representation of causal processes where the claim “α causes β in γ” lacks
validity

Figure 2 shows DAG representations of (true) causal processes where the (semantic)
claim “α causes β in γ” lacks validity. That is, in this figure, the DAGs are not a claim
but instead are a representation of the ontological causal process. The left panel 2a shows
when the claim “α causes β in γ” lacks construct validity of the cause. The right panel
2b shows when that claim lacks external validity. Note that in each case, the claim does
not match the causal process found in nature, and hence is not valid. Clearly, internal
validity that results from a do() operation on Z or W is not sufficient to ensure a valid
causal claim.

The DAG in figure 1 shows that a valid generalized causal statement is never with
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respect to the measured variables since this would execute the do() operator on an out-
come of the measurement process (which is a collider variable) rather than on the cause
of interest. For example, consider the consequence of erroneously taking the measured
variable A to be the actual cause. In this case, placing the do() operator on A demon-
strates that the causal paths are not able to recover the causal effect of interest; since A
is itself an outcome, the do() operator in this case does not send any information along
the causal path. Placing the do() operator on a given node deletes the arrows that point
toward the node. Since A is a collider, this results in A simply disconnecting from the
graph. The analogous problem occurs when taking C as the necessary conditions instead
of γ.

Note that in all of these figures we are using a do() operator, and hence the assumption
of internal validity holds in each case, but even then the causal effect cannot be recovered
or understood deductively without causal specification.
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